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This is the third in a series of novels entitled The Colter Saga. The first novel entitled Friends of the Family
followed the struggle of Jesse and Sarah Colter and their family as they face the overnight end of civilization.
They are forced on a journey through a desolate and dangerous landscape, testing the courage and resolve of
the family and the friends they meet along the way. As they reach Haven, Jesse’s childhood home, they
struggle to fight evil and build a life of love and decency for their family. The second novel entitled The Way
of the Dogs begins some eighty years after the Colter family arrived at a place called Haven.
Sarah and Jesse’s son Paul, now in his nineties, is the sole survivor of the family. The extended Colter family
has prospered, unaware of the gathering storm of wickedness swirling around them. James Colter, the only
grandson of Mark, is a loner, and very much like his great grandfather Jesse. Not comfortable with the
progress around him, he could be the last best hope as evil descends on Haven. This third novel The Dogs of
Liberty begins with the Cherokees and Gypsies move north. James Colter was asked to lead the expedition
with his wife Molly. While James ancestors settled Haven at the time of the Go Back, now with civilization
returning, James is anxious to leave all that behind. Leading the wagon train north seemed an ideal solution.
Molly knew of James need for wide open spaces and there was nothing holding them to Haven. When their
daughter had told them the Colter dogs were dying, she hoped the move north would enable the dogs to

recover and remain friends of the family.

